Design Strategy to Access siRNA-Encapsulating DNA "Nanosuitcases" That Can Conditionally Release Their Cargo.
DNA nanotechnology enables the design and assembly of DNA nanostructures with unprecedented control over their size and shape. Additionally, the programmable base-pairing alphabet of DNA allows the incorporation of responsive units within these DNA nanostructures. Here, we describe a general design strategy to construct responsive DNA prisms that can encapsulate and selectively release an encapsulated siRNA upon recognition of an oligonucleotide trigger. This prismatic DNA scaffold design is adaptable and can encapsulate oligonucleotides of any length and type. Moreover, the prism can be made to respond to an oligonucleotide trigger of interest like a messenger RNA (mRNA) or a microRNA (miRNA), thus enabling dual or synergistic therapeutic strategies. We present an overview of the design strategy used to access these DNA nanostructures, followed by the steps involved in DNA sequence generation, assembly, and validation of this construct.